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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

High pressure ridging will remain in control of the basin through Friday, promoting moderate to fresh winds of a southerly to
easterly direction with moderate to rough wave heights, and nil chances of precipitation. Then on Friday night into Saturday, a 
cold front will begin to move across. Although high pressure should remain mostly in control until just before the beginning of 
Saturday, areas of coastal Texas may see the front begin to intrude late Friday night.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

With the cold front moving across, winds will shift to northerly to northeasterly at moderate to fresh speeds with areas of 
thunderstorms along the boundary. High pressure then moves back into control of the basin through early next week, with 
gentle to moderate winds and moderate seas expected. Then during the early to middle part of next week, a weak area of low 
pressure is forecast to move across central and eastern portions of the Gulf, causing perhaps some lightly shifting winds. 
Another cold front is then expected to move offshore of the US during the middle of next week, but is not expected to be as 
strong as the one this weekend.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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